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The Level-Spike is built tough

and can be operated at speeds

of 8.7mph (14 kmh) or more.

The choice of available widths

enables the customer to

match the machine to their

tractor and their specific

requirements. There is an

exceptionally wide range of

knife options. There is an

optional hydraulic weight

transfer system which utilizes

the tractor’s hydraulics to force

the tines into the ground

providing maximum aeration

and drainage.



FEATURE BENEFIT

Deep penetration Improves drainage

Close slitting Better drainage, less thatch, reduces irrigation

Fast operation Up to 8.7 mph (14kmh), finish early

Choice of 2 sizes Match machine to job and tractor

Weight transfer options Hydraulic system or static weights guarantee full penetration

Model Level-Spike 1700 Level-Spike 2200

Length 55" (1.4m) 55" (1.4m)

Road width 73" (1.9m) 97" (2.5m)

Working width 71" (1.8m) 94" (2.4m)

Working depth up to 10" (0.25m) up to 10" (0.25m)

Height 39" (1.0m) 39" (1.0m)

Weight 891lbs (405kg) 1,091lbs (495kg)

Hole spacing side to side

With standard knives 6" (150 mm) 6" (150 mm)

With fine slit knives 3" (75 mm) 3" (75 mm)

Hole spacing in drive direction

With 3 knives per disk 17" (440 mm) 17" (440 mm)

With 4 knives per disk 13" (330 mm) 13" (330 mm)

With 6 knives per disk 81⁄2” (220 mm) 81⁄2” (220 mm)

With 12 knives per disk 41⁄3” (110 mm) 41⁄3” (110 mm)
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Our commitment is to fully satisfy the needs of our customer.
For immediate assistance, contact your local distributor or our
Sales & Marketing Office at 636-326-1009.

Deep penetration - Improves drainage and opens up
the turf  in both winter and summer programs

Fast operation - Covers large areas rapidly leaving a
quality finish

5 optional types of knives - truckster, deep slitting,
twist, fine slitting, coring spoon

Rear rollers - Optional rear rollers available

Weight options - hydraulic or static weights. Enables
the user to obtain the most from his tractor and achieve
maximum penetration




